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Program Notes
For four groups of instruments (1991)
Composition by Milan Knížák (Czech Republic)

In 1965 Knížák began creating what he named ‘broken music’ 
by damaging gramophone records, scraping them, sticking 
tape on them, applying paint, burning, breaking them, gluing 
fragments of different records together, playing them and 
recording the results. New recordings created in this manner 
were issued as vinyl records as early as the 1970s, in several 
editions of Broken Music. He also used these records as 
scores, but literally attaching the damaged fragments to 
music manuscript paper and drawing between them. 
Composition for four groups of instruments fits into this 
category.

Agerasia (2011)
Composition by Chris De Groot (WA/VIC)

“Vinyl is an ideal physical representation of music; big, bold 
and tactile. Putting on a record makes the listening 
experience more enjoyable - and vinyl records have a unique 
audio quality. Agerasia uses altered or “ruined” vinyl as a 
sound source in combination with acoustic instruments 
(Agerasia refers to a condition of youthful appearance in an 
old person). The piece takes some inspiration from Ligeti’s 
Cello Concerto [1966], heard in the cello and bass clarinet’s 
sustained tones. The records used in Agerasia contain three 
marked sections, each prepared using a different process of 
ruin.” This work was commissioned by Decibel with 
assistance from the Australia Council.

Imaginary Landscapes No. 5 (1952)
Composition by John Cage (USA)

Imaginary Landscape No. 5 is a composition by American 
composer John Cage and the fifth and final instalment in the 
series of Imaginary Landscapes that began in 1939 intended 
to be performed with conventional instruments and electronic 
device. Growing up during the rise of radio and broadcasting, 
Cage became interested in music that was transmitted 
electronically, rather than performed live. “In music it was 
hopeless to think in terms of the old structure (tonality), to do 
things following old methods (counterpoint, harmony), to use 
the old materials (orchestral instruments). We started from 
scratch: sound, silence, time, activity” (Cage in Biel and Kraft, 
2015). This piece is intended to be made for tape: tonight we 
play it live. The collection of records used in this performance 
was curated by Rob Muir.

U Mangibeddu Nostru (2018) 
Composition by Cat Hope (VIC)

I became familiar with the dance form of Tarantella when I 
lived in Sicily in the 1990s, where I was fascinated by the idea 
of Tarantella as a ‘curative’ dance performed by pairs of 
women in villages on the slopes of the active volcano in Sicily, 
Mount Etna (Mangibeddu in Sicilian). This piece uses the 
Tarantella to link my current life in Australia to the formative 
years I lived in Sicily. It features a vinyl record of Tarantella, 
found in a Sicilian market, and ‘prepared’ with a personal note 
etched into the surface. The graphic score is made of colours 
extracted from the cover of that record.  All that remains of the 
dance form – its frenetic energy and 6/8 rhythms - resides in 
this modified record – and the work is instead underpinned by 
low frequency sounds and drones, the result of years of 
listening to the mystique of Mangibeddu, and thinking about 
the impact this important place has had on my life and 
friendships.

Study no. 58 (2018) 
Composition by Ryan Ross Smith (VIC/USA)

Study no. 58 is a series of variations for turntables and 

operators. Each variation explores different aspects of the 
turntable, including needle drops, scratching, and various 
extrapolations upon these techniques. The animated score is 
generative, producing a new version of the piece each time it 
is run or rendered. Lastly, the performers’ scores are 
designed to run independently in order to avoid any 
intentional coordination, and to produce an unintentional 
logic.

V.K.W 96.1FM (2018) 
Composition by Annika Moses (WA)

“I am not born of the vinyl generation but my grandfather was 
- his well-worn but carefully kept jazz records are lined up on 
a shelf in the house I grew up in, have been hardly touched 
since he died in 1989, (9 years before I was born). These 
well-worn but carefully kept memories of a man have 
intersected our durations, remembering the feel of our hands 
that have never felt each other. Of musical blood, us two (my 
mother tells me).”

V.K.W 96.1FM is the second in a collection of radiophonic 
instrumental duets that sample a recording of a Jazz radio 
program hosted by Arthur Jack Goddard (Annika Moses’ 
grandfather), broadcast from Cocos Keeling Islands in the 
late 1980s. In this composed dialogue between tenor 
saxophonist and radio host, Moses investigates tactile 
relationships with cassette and vinyl to uncover the familial 
relationships contained within them. 

This piece was made possible by a commission as part of the 
Difficult Commission project.

agitation techniques in a closed system (2018) 
Composition by Lindsay Vickery (WA)

agitation techniques in a closed system intertwines blocks of 
sonic material exploring a range of situations and 
relationships between turntables, acoustic instruments and a 
mini-jack (a fantastically versatile musical instrument).  A sort 
of uneasy tension is maintained by using Vinyl’s predominant 
speeds 45 and 33 1/3 RPM to define the work’s rhythmic and 
structural proportions. The title actually comes from a medical 
article about wound care, that caught my eye in the context of 
a book I was reading Theo Deutinger’s Handbook of Tyranny. 
The book details protest crowd control and many other social 
issues that press on our minds in these times. The LPs 
themselves come from the remains of my collection - (Martinu, 
Stockhausen, Scriabin, Hindemith, Tavener, Marta, Milhaud 
and Elgar) - that is kindly housed by Robert Muir, and a set of 
“tuning” records left in my office by Petro Vouris.

The Gift (1968 reworked by Decibel, 2009) 
Composition by The Velvet Underground (USA)

The Gift appears on White Light/White Heat, the second 
Velvet Underground album, and features John Cale reading a 
short story written by Lou Reed when he was a college 
student. The narrative focuses on college love, poverty, 
sexual promiscuity and ends in decapitation. On the original 
release, the track was created with all the spoken word in one 
channel of a stereo mix, and the ‘band’ in the other, making 
use of an instrumental track that was originally developed 
from live band jams during the brief time in which Lou Reed 
was ill and unable to perform with the band. In the spirit of the 
original jam, Decibel recreates this instrumental track 
alongside John Cale’s voice. The Velvet Underground was an 
American experimental rock band formed in New York City, 
New York. First active from 1965 to 1973, The Velvet 
Underground gained fame and notoriety in New York City in 
1966 when they were selected as the house band for Andy 
Warhol’s Factory and his Exploding Plastic Inevitable events. 

1. For four groups of instruments (1991)  
Australian Premiere

 by Milan Knížák  
for ensemble and electronics

2. Agerasia (2011)
 by Chris De Groot  

for bass clarinet, cello and three turntables

3. Imaginary Landscapes No. 5 (1952)
 by John Cage 

for turntables

4. U Mangibeddu Nostru (2018) Australian Premiere
 by Cat Hope 

for three strings, bass clarinet, electric guitar, percussion, 
organ and prepared vinyl record

5. Study no. 58 (2018) World Premiere
 by Ryan Ross Smith 

for two or more turntables with operators 

6. V.K.W 96.1FM (2018) World Premiere
 by Annika Moses 

for or tenor saxophone and radio [A Difficult Commission]

7. agitation techniques in a closed system (2018)  
World Premiere

 by Lindsay Vickery 
for turntable, mini-jack, bass flute, bass clarinet, viola, 
cello and percussion 

8. The Gift (1968 reworked by Decibel, 2009)
 by The Velvet Underground  

for piano, cello, viola, soprano saxophone, drum kit, 
guitar and LP record

Decibel
Based in Western Australia, Decibel are world leaders in the 
integration of acoustic instruments and electronics, the 
interpretation of graphic notations and pioneering digital 
score formats for composition and performance.

Decibel have commissioned over 70 new works since their 
foundation in 2009, have toured Europe, Japan and Australia, 
recorded for ABC Classic FM and SWR German Radio, and 
released five albums to date on Australian and international 
labels. The ensemble has developed and commercialised the 
Decibel ScorePlayer iPad App, a score reading program 
incorporating mobile score formats and networked 
coordination of performance environments.

Decibel turn 10 in 2019. We are aiming to perform 10 
concerts over the year featuring works commissioned since 
our inception in 2009 around Australia. #Db10at10

Decibel have recently released a new album of music by 
Lionel Marchetti, on Room 40 | room40.org

Cat Hope (artistic director, flutes, bass) 
Lindsay Vickery (reeds) 
Stuart James (electronics, keyboards) 
Aaron Wyatt (viola) 
Tristen Parr (cello) 
Louise Devenish (percussion) 

And guest artists Jameson Feakes (guitar) and Ryan Ross 
Smith (turntable).

decibelnewmusic.com

Revolution by Decibel
This concert features works which engage the turntable and 
vinyl record as sources of musical material in their own right, 
beyond the turntable as a machine, and the vinyl record as a 
container for a complete, recorded piece of music. Since the 
invention of the gramophone in the late nineteenth century, 
composers have experimented with using the player and 
records in their music: as instruments, scores and sound 
materials. Composers Ottorino Resphighi and Kurt Weill 
experimented with the ‘non musical sounds’ generated by 
turntables in the 1920s, whereas German composers Paul 
Hindemith and Ernst Toch explored manipulations of the 
records themselves in their ‘Grammophonmusik’ of the 1930s. 
Since then, there has been many works: the broken and 
reconstructed records of Milan Knížák, records in installations 
by Christian Marclay, the avant garde turntablism of artists 
such as Maria Chavez and others through to turntable 
concertos by composers such as Chris Gendall and Gabrielle 
Prokofiev. These contrast with the noise music experiments of 
Australia’s Lucas Abela and the etched records of Marco 
Fusinato. Not to mention the explosion of DJ culture and other 
popular music genres that feature the turntable, such as 
HipHop.

The engagement of the record player (the machine) and the 
record itself (the recording) results in a range of characteristic 
colours and potentials outside the purpose of the ‘playback’ 
they were designed for. The record static and pop, needle 
drop and scratch, backward playback and variable speed 
are all identifiable sonic worlds that can be treated as 
authentic and ‘instrumental’ sounds in their own right. They 
can be applied directly – as in Ross Smith’s work where the 
operations are separated from any relationship with ‘reading’ 
a record, and the sound of needle drops, scratching and 
extremely slow speeds become the focus of a series of 
Variations. The preparations of the record itself also create a 
series of different results. Hope’s writing over of the grooves 
creates a static disruption where the original material 
struggles to be heard, whereas De Groot’s detailed and 
tailor-made turntable notation is applied to records that have 
been burnt, sandpapered and had materials attached to their 
surfaces. Other works use the manipulation of curated 
collections of records to create a different dimension to the 
idea of ‘fixed media’. Vickery’s turntablism is applied to a 
selection of records made by the composer himself, whereas 
Moses uses cassette recordings of audio program playing 
jazz records in the playback component of her piece. Cage, 
the oldest piece on the program, has had it score put into the 
Decibel ScorePlayer, making it easier to read, and features 
records selected by Rob Muir.

The concert features Decibel’s latest “Difficult Commission” 
by emerging composer and sound artist Annika Moses. 

australianculturalfund.org.au/projects/the-difficult-
commission-project/

This is a tax-deductible donation that goes towards the 
commissioning of new Australian music to be performed by 
Decibel.
Cat Hope 
Artistic Director, Decibel



Publicity Report: 5 December 2018  
Revolution by Decibel, Subiaco Arts Centre, 3 December 2018 

Prepared by Tracy Routledge, TR PR  

 

The Media Release was distributed to all arts and music outlets in WA and throughout the ABC 
Classic FM network and  Radio National’s The Music Show.  

ABC Radio Perth was contacted re interest in a live to air with Decibel and an interview with Cat 
Hope to talk about her Peggy Glanville-Hicks Lecture, Revolution by Decibel and Speechless. 
Unfortunately there was no response from ABC. Their arts coverage in 2018 has been reduced with 
the disappearance of Culture Club on Thursdays, and a decidely populist approach to Arts coverage 
across the board.  

The West Australian gave featured coverage in an Artefact and See Saw Mag did a feature story 
covering the Peggy Glanville-Hicks Lecture, Revolution by Decibel and Speechless. RTR’s The Mag did 
an in-studio interview with Cat Hope which also covered Speechless in detail, DEceibels’ cover of The 
Gift by Velvet Underground was payed on-air.  

 

Print Feature  

The West Weekend, Weekend Arts, Artefact, 1-2 December 2018  

 

 



 

Print Listings 

Sunday Times TV Guide , The Hotlist 2 December 

 

  



Online Features 

 See Saw Magazine, interview with Cat Hope, featured Revolution and Speechless  
https://www.seesawmag.com.au/news/composer-gives-speech-for-the-voiceless/ 

 

 

 

https://www.seesawmag.com.au/news/composer-gives-speech-for-the-voiceless/


 

RTR The Mag, Interview with Cat Hope and airplay of  The Gift by Decibel, Thursday 29 November. 
https://rtrfm.com.au/shows/mag/thursday/ 

 

 

  

https://rtrfm.com.au/shows/mag/thursday/


Online Event Listings 

Xpress Event Listing  

http://xpressmag.com.au/events/event/revolution-by-decibel-a-concert-dedicated-to-the-vinyl-
record/ 

 

 

http://xpressmag.com.au/events/event/revolution-by-decibel-a-concert-dedicated-to-the-vinyl-record/
http://xpressmag.com.au/events/event/revolution-by-decibel-a-concert-dedicated-to-the-vinyl-record/
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Revolution by Decibel (Tura New Music)

Celebrating the vinyl record from the Velvet Underground to Cat Hope.

Subiaco Arts Centre
Reviewed on December 3, 2018
by Jonathan W. Marshall on December 10, 2018

|
The Decibel ensemble is devoted to using amplification, recording and playback devices (speakers, tape, computers) for the performance of new music, setting such
sonic elements alongside live acoustic instruments such as flute, percussion, strings, clarinet and saxophone. Each of the pieces in Revolution: A Concert Dedicated
To The Vinyl Record incorporated elements from a vinyl record, be this through the use of turntables, the playing of sounds sourced from vinyl, or in one instance
broken vinyl records being incorporated into the score itself. The concert was in a sense a companion to Decibel’s 2009 premiere with Tape It, which featured
analogue tape materials. Sampling of one kind or another provided a common – but not universal – feature within the program of Revolution, as well as there often
being a sense of ghosting or haunting of musics leaking from the past into the present, and of the repetitive, cyclical locked groove of which vinyl is comprised.

51
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Revolution by Decibel. Photo supplied

The program overall was however notable for the relative scarcity of hip-hop or contemporary avant-garde turntablism itself such as is produced by the likes of DJ
Spooky or Christian Marclay. This decision may have been made because such forms are fairly well known within popular culture. Decibel’s own focus is in fact on
the ensemble, and hence on how materials sourced in one way or another from (but not necessarily played back off) vinyl can complement or extend these live
instrumental groupings.

Two works within Revolution’s eight piece program served as sonic reference points for the larger program. John Cage’s Imaginary Landscapes No. 5 is an
instruction piece for the use of sampled materials, here performed live using turntables rather than via the playback of the prepared tapes which Cage himself
employed. With an adroit and amusing collection of quoted records sourced by Rob Muir, the performance emphasised the rapid juxtaposition of a very diverse
selection of unlike samples, much as in Cage’s landmark Williams Mix of 1952. Interruption and fragmentation was the order of the day. It was therefore something of
a cultural tour, a haunted radiophonic journey through popular culture and recording history. Cage famously described theatre as “something which engages both the
eye and the ear” and there was considerable drama in watching this group of performers frantically and carefully sifting through records. As in postmodern dance, the
close attention to relatively straightforward tasks produced a wonderful drama of furrowed brows and focussed, small gestures.

Ryan Ross Smith’s Study No. 58 by contrast began with a minimal formalist exploration of those sounds specific to the turntable, namely the needle-drop, the scratch
or blur, the jumping of the groove, and the crackles and clicks which come with such techniques. This provided a useful guide and reminder when listening to the
other pieces to enable one to “spot the turntable sound” amongst a mixed palette. Smith’s work was however otherwise rather structurally flat, offering essentially a
kind of slow shuffle through possibilities, each of which was then repeated for some time. Only towards the end did this expand out into a more satisfyingly dense
bed of shifting crackly, squelchy sounds. Intriguing and measured though it was, Study No. 58 does not reach the level of such masterpieces of the crackly locked
groove such as Michael Graeve has produced.

Elsewhere, the attention to the actual sounds of vinyl records themselves was more varied and in many instances rather indirect. Annika Moses for example offered a
beautiful study for pre-recorded audio and live tenor saxophone entitled V.K.W 96.1 FM. The recorded material was sourced from old vinyl and tapes of Moses’
grandfather’s deliciously non-professional and digressive work as a radio announcer for community radio on the Cocos Keeling Islands. Scrabbling, thunky sounds
and aged jazz snippets were answered by sharp saxophone retorts and breathy pops played by Lindsay Vickery. The highly conversational radio announcements
themselves were translated into incomprehensible slurring text which Vickery pronounced into his saxophone. As with Cage, the piece was given to jumps and leaps,
but on the whole, it had a laidback, dryly comedic theatricality. It would fit very well with the German muziktheater of the 1960s and 1970s.
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The opening piece by Milan Knížák was even further removed from the turntable as a live-instrument since it is one of a suite which Knížák composed using shards
of vinyl pasted onto scores (Knížák also released a number of actual turntable recordings). It was a beautiful, delicate piece, with slow descents and rises in the
strings accompanied by lilting flute motifs as well as pre-recorded electronic static.

In this focus on the ensemble itself – rather than turntablism proper – the compositions from Decibel founding members Cat Hope and Vickery were particularly
masterful. Hope’s U Mangibeddu Nostru was inspired by an old recording of the tarantella on piano accordion, ghostly echoes of which intermittently drifted up from
the background. This sense of uncanny emergence was central to the conceptual inspiration of the work, since Hope had been researching the fabled mad dances
allegedly caused by spider bites (hence the name of the tarantella, its choreography supposedly being as wild and uncontrolled as the manic dances of those bitten by
Italian tarantulas). The sounds of the recording were also evoked by flattened harmonica chords, sounded out by the ensemble to point us the way towards these older
musical origins. Much of the rest of the material consisted of layered drones, with the violin and viola especially tending to slowly rise and fall during extended
bowing. Brass chimes and rapid-fire, arrhythmic, dry percussion punctuated these drones, before harsh, string-bending electric guitar notes leapt out. In some ways
the guitar provided the main structural guide within these gently rolling and roiling materials, harsh strikes giving way to constant rapid thrumming and then gentle
mellifluous strums.

Vickery’s Agitation Techniques in a Closed System by contrast used the regular clicking in and out of the unholy buzz of an ungrounded circuit (akin to the sound a
poorly installed turntable makes) to produce an edgy, dirging composition which intermittently broke into looping string and guitar flourishes. The piece also featured
distorted fragments of recordings from new music works (Stockhausen, Scriabin, etc.). The structure was one of repeated and translated phrases which were suddenly
broken off or spliced, with key musical motifs like the pulse or the snare-drum marking out these moments of collision and change. The live performers looped
increasingly long phrases, and the ensemble came to recall a compressed, cut-up orchestra. The whole thing had a beautifully unsettled, agile feel which was
regularly corralled into regularly pulsing materials by the sound of the ungrounded circuit.

The program was closed off by Decibel covering the Velvet Underground’s The Gift. They offered a wonderfully light, funky take on this fuzz guitar classic, which
was accompanied by John Cale reading the short story featured in one speaker only of the original stereo recording. The concert thus ended in a rocking fashion, and
like the title of this song, the program overall was quite a gift for audiences. One can only hope that Decibel will commit this program to vinyl themselves in the
future.
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REVOLUTION BY DECIBEL 

Culture Counts surveys were sent to everyone who consented to be contacted aDer the event. Of the 
68 people who were emailed aDer the event, 17 completed the survey.  

DIMENSIONS 
 

Respondents were asked the following ques<ons to record their views on the quality of the event. This 
are set ques<ons by the Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries. 

• It was different from things I've experienced before 
• The ar<sts/curators were not afraid to try new things 
• It moved and inspired me 
• It made me want to find out more about the work 
• It was thought provoking 
• It explored a new point of view 
• It could appeal to new audiences 
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EXPERIENCE 
Respondents were asked about their experience of the event. 

What one word best describes how you felt about the concert? 

Responses: 

• Highly inven<ve and thought provoking. This was the first experimental music performance my 
son had been to and he found it very inspiring. 

• Intrigued 
• Enriched 
• I have a\ended may Decibel concerts and I always leave feeling like I have heard something 

completely original 
• Fascina<ng 
• vinylicious  
• Interes<ng!  
• Bold!!! 
• Interes<ng 
• Happy 
• Thrilled 
• Inspired 
• Inspired 
• Brave 
• Interes<ng  
• Engaging 
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MARKETING 

HOW DID YOU FIND OUT ABOUT THIS PRODUCTION? 
Respondents were able to <ck more than one box, with most respondents hearing about the event 
through social media or from friends/colleagues. 

 

WHAT ATTRACTED YOU TO THIS EVENT? 
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
Respondents were asked for any addi<onal comments. 

 

Responses: 

• Thanks! 
• So impressed with the calibre of musicianship and composi<on!   My fave was actually the final 

piece.... great version of this classic tune of the Velvet Underground.    
• Keep up the excellent work Tura :) 
• Thanks for keeping the cool stuff coming and finding the funding for risk taking :)  
• Explore op<ons to get the work out so as to build audience  
• I'm probably biased in complex ways, e.g. know the Decibel crew, very familiar with the ambit 

of "new music" etc 
• Great to hear new ideas in music  

 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
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OCCUPATION 
Responses: 

• Academic 
• Clinical Psychologist 
• Arts worker 
• Student 
• Teacher - Primary school 
• Re<red 
• I.T consultant and ar<st 
• Lawyer 
• Re<red 
• Musician 
• Execu<ve Director Arts 
• Drug & Alcohol Program Coordinator/Ar<st 
• Marke<ng at Luna Palace Cinemas Leederville  
• re<red <nkerer 
• Manager 
• Re<red  
• Arts worker 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

FACEBOOK 
Revolu<on by Decibel reached over 4,299 people, with 146 responses and 47 <cket clicks. 44 users 
were listed as ‘going’, with 102 as ‘interested’. Women aged 35 – 44 made up 16% of responses. 
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Reponses to the concert on social media: 

• Look forward to the broadcast! 
• Was a fabulous concert! Thanks so much to all the amazing composers and musicians 
• Very enjoyable concert. Loved it. 

 

 


